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Since 1982, Tureks has been committed to creating 

exquisite collections of natural stone. Quarried and 

processed to exacting specifications by using the 

latest manufacturing technology, our product lines are 

produced in a wide variety of specialized surface finishes, 

ranging from our smooth Patika line and polished finish 

to our rustic, tumbled, chiseled and antiqued stone 

varieties.

Tureks provides a rich color variety from its quarries, 

which are located throughout Turkey.The raw material are 

acquired from the quarries by using the most developed 

technologies in the world and can transform a product 

range of 5,000 varieties of stone.
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Arabesque, intertwining, lacework in stone and marble. Fluid geometry 

defines the Talya Collection from Sara Baldwin Design exclusively for 

Tureks. Influenced by the extraordinary material culture and decorative 

artistic achievements of the Ottoman Empire, “Talya” references 

centuries-old traditional motifs while also feeling completely current.

Sara Baldwin’s signature style has gained international attention. For 

over twenty years, Sara and her prolific team in Virginia have created 

trends in stone and glass surfaces and flooring. The Talya Collection was 

inspired by their travels to Turkey and the Middle East, and we sincerely 

hope that Talya will serve as a metaphor for cultural bridges of all kinds.
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almas waterjet mosaic

YNR10018 almas
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YNR10017 almas
avenza honed 
afyon white honed 
snow white honed 
glacier honed

YNR90210 almas
britannia light honed
britannia honed
bosphorus honed
champagne polished

YNR10018 almas
pallisandra honed 
allure honed
avenza honed

YNR90209 almas
aspen white honed
silver shadow polished
glacier honed
allure light polished
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bosphorus waterjet mosaic

YNR10051 bosphorus
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YNR10052 bosphorus
pallisandra honed

YNR10051 bosphorus
skyline honed
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cicero waterjet mosaic

YNR10049 cicero
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YNR90214 cicero
britannia honed
bosphorus honed
champagne polished

YNR90215 cicero
diana royal honed
aspen white polished
paradise polished

YNR10050 cicero
skyline honed
diana royal honed
champagne honed

YNR90216 cicero
champagne polished
seashell honed
olive green honed

YNR10049 cicero
allure honed
afyon white polished
snow white polished

YNR90217 cicero
silver shadow polished
glacier honed
allure light polished
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YNR10054 constantine
avenza honed 
snow white honed

YNR10019 constantine
allure honed 
pallisandra honed

YNR10020 constantine
afyon white polished 
snow white polished

constantine waterjet mosaic

YNR10019 constantine
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YNR90290 constantine
britannia honed
bosphorus honed

YNR90291 constantine
diana royal polished
aspen white honed

YNR90293 constantine
silver shadow honed
allure light polished

YNR10054 constantine
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YNR10021 damascus
allure polished
snow white polished 
afyon white honed
diana royal polished

YNR10022 damascus
pallisandra honed 
snow white polished
avenza honed 
skyline honed

YNR90219 damascus
silver shadow polished
glacier honed
allure light polished

damascus waterjet mosaic

YNR10022 damascus
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YNR90220 damascus
champagne polished
seashell honed
olive green honed

YNR90221 damascus
diana royal honed
paradise polished
aspen white polished

YNR90222 damascus
britannia light honed
britannia honed
bosphorus honed

YNR10021 damascus
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YNR10047 gaia

YNR10047 gaia
diana royal honed 
snow white polished

YNR90226 gaia
britannia honed
bosphorus honed

YNR90228 gaia
diana royal polished
paradise polished

gaia waterjet mosaic
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YNR10048 gaia
glacier honed
snow white polished

YNR90227 gaia
skyline cross cut honed
aspen white polished

YNR90229 gaia
avenza honed
allure light polished
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hippodrome waterjet mosaic

YNR10023 hippodrome
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YNR10023 hippodrome
snow white polished 
allure honed
afyon white polished

YNR10024 hippodrome
champagne honed 
diana royal polished
snow white polished

YNR90233 hippodrome
diana royal honed
aspen white polished
paradise polished

YNR90232 hippodrome
britannia light honed
britannia honed
bosphorus honed

YNR90235 hippodrome
champagne polished
seashell honed
olive green honed

YNR10024 hippodrome
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YNR10026 irene
snow white polished 
allure honed
avenza honed

YNR10025 irene
diana royal polished
snow white honed

YNR90237 irene
silver shadow polished
glacier honed
allure light polished

irene waterjet mosaic

YNR10026 irene
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YNR90238 irene
britannia light honed
britannia honed
bosphorus honed

YNR90241 irene
champagne polished
seashell honed
olive green honed

YNR10025 irene
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YNR10028 isidore
allure honed 
snow white polished

YNR90246 isidore
aspen white polished
allure light polished

YNR90247 isidore
silver shadow honed
aspen white polished

isidore waterjet mosaic

YNR10028 isidore
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YNR90245 isidore
champagne polished
seashell honed

YNR10027 isidore
diana royal honed
snow white polished

YNR10027 isidore
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justinian waterjet mosaic
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YNR10029 justinian
black polished 
snow white honed

YNR10030 justinian
sable honed 
snow white honed

YNR10029 JUSTINIAN
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marmara waterjet mosaic

YNR10032 marmara
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YNR10031 marmara
avenza honed 
snow white polished

YNR10032 marmara
skyline honed 
snow white polished

YNR90252 marmara
diana royal honed
paradise polished

YNR90250 marmara
britannia honed
bosphorus honed

YNR90253 marmara
glacier honed
allure light polished

YNR90251 marmara
champagne polished
seashell honed
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rhodes waterjet mosaic

YNR10034 rhodes
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YNR10033 rhodes
avenza honed
glacier honed 
snow white polished 
afyon white polished

YNR10034 rhodes
avenza honed 
pallisandra honed
allure honed

YNR90256 rhodes
britannia light honed
britannia honed
bosphorus honed
champagne polished

YNR90257 rhodes
aspen white honed
silver shadow polished
glacier honed
allure light polished
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YNR10035 rubicon
diana royal honed 
snow white polished

YNR10036 rubicon
skyline honed 
snow white polished

YNR90263 rubicon
silver shadow honed
allure light polished

rubicon waterjet mosaic

YNR10036 rubicon
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YNR90262 rubicon
champagne polished
seashell honed

YNR90261 rubicon
britannia honed
bosphorus honed

YNR10035 rubicon
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YNR10039 rumi
diana royal polished
snow white honed

YNR90266 rumi
britannia honed
bosphorus honed

YNR90269 rumi
diana royal polished
paradise polished

rumi waterjet mosaic

YNR10039 rumi
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YNR10037 rumi
afyon white polished 
allure honed
pallisandra polished

YNR10038 rumi
avenza honed 
snow white polished

YNR90268 rumi
champagne polished
olive green honed

YNR10037 rumi
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YNR10041 sophia
afyon white polished 
avenza honed

YNR10040 sophia
allure honed 
pallisandra polished

YNR90275 sophia
aspen white honed
allure light polished

sophia waterjet mosaic

YNR10041 sophia
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YNR10042 sophia
diana royal polished
snow white honed

YNR90274 sophia
diana royal honed
paradise polished

YNR90272 sophia
britannia honed
bosphorus honed

YNR10042 sophia
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YNR10043 theodora
afyon white polished 
avenza honed
snow white polished

YNR10044 theodora
pallisandra honed 
skyline honed
allure honed

YNR90281 theodora
allure light polished
glacier honed

theodora waterjet mosaic

YNR10044 theodora
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YNR90280 theodora
diana royal honed
aspen white polished
paradise polished

YNR90278 theodora
champagne polished
seashell honed
olive green honed

YNR90279 theodora
britannia honed
bosphorus honed

YNR10043 theodora
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yildiz waterjet mosaic

YNR10045 yildiz
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YNR90286 yildiz
diana royal honed
aspen white polished

YNR90284 yildiz
britannia honed
bosphorus honed

YNR90285 yildiz
silver shadow polished
aspen white honed

YNR10046 yildiz
avenza honed 
snow white polished

YNR90287 yildiz
glacier honed
allure light polished

YNR10045 yildiz
skyline honed 
snow white polished

YNR10045 yildiz
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rumi waterjet medallion
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YNR10053 rumi medallion
122x122 cm
avenza honed - skline honed - snow white polished
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ALMAS
23.65x26.6x1 cm

BOSPHORUS
34.13X34.13x1 cm

CICERO
30.5x30.5x1 cm

DAMASCUS
27.94x27.94x1 cm

GAIA
34.13x35.24x1 cm

HIPPODROME
27.14x28.73x1 cm

IRENE
28.94X28.94x1 cm

ISIDORE
31.68X36.56x1 cm

CONSTANTINE
34.52x34.52x1 cm

technical drawings
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JUSTINIAN
40.6x40.6x1 cm

RUMI
34.44X45.7x1 cm

SOPHIA
22.32x34.22x1 cm

THEODORA
30.81x35.56x1 cm

YILDIZ
22.38X27.94x1 cm

RUBICON
43.18X43.18x1 cm

RHODES
22.38x36.35x1 cm

MARMARA
24.6x24.6x1 cm
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Copyright © 2019 Tureks. No part of this book may be reproduced by any means for commercial purposes.

tureks usa office
2737 dorr avenue fairfax, va 22031

phone: 703 204 4548 | fax: 703 752 6590

factory
organize san. bol. 1. cd. 5. sk. afyonkarahisar/turkey
phone: +90 272 221 1600 | fax: +90 272 221 1603

www.tureks .com


